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This article examines the rise of foreign ownership in France and Germany.
I argue that the firm-level institutional arrangements of workplace organization
constitute the most significant variable to account for the greater attractiveness of
French firms over their German counterparts to short-term, impatient capital—
namely, hedge and mutual funds. I demonstrate how key notions of the Varieties of
Capitalism perspective—institutional interaction, institutional latency, and the
distinction between institutional framework and the mode of coordination that
follows from these institutions—provide important theoretical insights to account
for the different structures of foreign ownership in France and Germany.
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which firms are controlled and operated, the rules and practices that govern the
relationship between managers and shareholders, and the overall process by
which investment capital is allocated—has become an important issue for policymakers and scholars in recent years in the wake of financial scandals in
Europe and in the United States.1 The increasing importance of corporate governance in Europe, however, goes beyond the advent of recent acts of corporate
malfeasance. It reflects the importance of critical trends with serious political
implications for advanced European capitalist economies.2 Tremendous changes
have pushed these systems toward the adoption of greater shareholder value in
the strategy of companies in recent years.3 Will the globalization of finance and
investment lead to convergence across European systems of corporate governance along the lines of the American model?
The research question of this article on France and Germany is two-pronged:
to account for the different patterns of transformation of the two systems of corporate governance, and to assess its implications for their respective national
models of capitalism. I focus on the rise of foreign ownership as a key indicator of shifts in corporate governance. Two critical methodological considerations serve as motivation for the research question of this article. First, how does
one assess the advent of institutional change in corporate governance? As
Campbell (2004) reminds us, we often mistake evolutionary shifts for more revolutionary developments and vice versa.4 The absence of an analytical framework to distinguish between patterns of institutional change leaves us powerless
to distinguish between them and to understand their consequences. Changes in
corporate governance might be a more recent development in continental
Europe, but advanced capitalist economies underwent substantial institutional
change in many areas in the last 25 years without resulting in either internally
revolutionary transformation or in cross-national convergence.5 Second, the current interest in accounting for institutional change is understandable given the
predominant consensus that institutions do matter for economic, political, and
social outcomes.6 The design of institutional frameworks is seen by scholars and
policymakers as the key variable for important public policy issues.
The argument presented in this article is the following. First, an assessment
of the consequences associated with the rise of foreign ownership and the
growth of securities markets in France and Germany requires a sophisticated
differentiation between investors. The rise of foreign ownership in the form of
institutional investors pushing for a greater shareholder value orientation cannot
by itself constitute a radical transformation of European corporate governance.
I distinguish primarily between pension and mutual/hedge funds. Pension funds
constitute long-term investors that acquire an equity stake in corporations primarily for diversification purposes; mutual/hedge funds seek to maximize assets
under their management as they possess a shorter term horizon and operate
under competitive pressures to beat market benchmarks. The importance of this
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distinction between different types of investors is primarily driven by its implication for the mode of coordination of firms. As Hall and Soskice (2001) have
argued, access to patient capital constitutes a key feature of coordinated market
economies, as opposed to liberal market economies that rely on short-term, risk
capital. The investment strategies and time horizons of mutual/hedge and pension funds have different consequences for the sustainability of national models
of European capitalism.
Second, I argue that the firm-level institutional arrangements of workplace
organization constitute the most significant variable to account for the diverging
ability of French and German firms to attract funds from Anglo-Saxon institutional investors. Mutual and hedge funds possess short-term investment strategies and time horizons. They also exhibit firm-specific preferences since the
performance of their portfolio is shaped by the behavior of a smaller number of
companies than is the case for pension funds. The degree of fit between their
preferences and the firm-level institutional arrangements of advanced capitalist
economies reflects the ability of the CEO and top managers to reorganize the
workplace in a unilateral fashion. It fits well with the corporate decisionmaking process in France, which is management-led and excludes the workforce.
French firm-level institutions are characterized by the concentration of power in
the CEO that, in turn, allows for a rapid reorganization of the workplace under
the guidance of a small number of corporate officials.7 The strategies of mutual
and hedge funds, in contrast, do not fit well with the firm-level institutions
found in Germany. Firm-level institutions impose several constraints on the
ability of management to develop and implement strategies in a unilateral fashion. Several legal obstacles stand in the way of a rapid and unilateral reorganization of the shop floor. Adjustments to external pressures in Germany are the
result of negotiation between management and employees.8 As a result, hedge
and mutual funds—two categories of short-term, impatient capital—displayed
an overwhelming preference for France over Germany as an investment site.
I draw on notions from the Varieties of Capitalism (VoC) theoretical perspective to understand both institutional transformation and the maintenance of
differences between contemporary capitalist economies. The VoC perspective
emphasizes the critical importance of patterns of institutional complementarities
across the various sub-spheres (finance and corporate governance, industrial
relations, innovation system, and inter-firm relations) of the economy that lead
to diverging forms of behavior on the part of economic actors. The key insight
is that the impact of an institution cannot be studied in isolation as it is mediated by its interaction with other features of the national institutional framework, therefore implying that different types of institutional fit are possible.9 In
other words, national institutional frameworks engender interaction effects that
shape in different ways the behavior of economic actors according to the particular combination of institutions found in the national setting. The outcome is
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that developed economies are distinguished by their specific configuration of
interdependent institutions.10 Moreover, these national institutional configurations of interlocking and interdependent institutions reinforce each other,
thereby proving resistant to change. Finally, the VoC perspective contends that
superior economic performance and the development of competitive advantage
result from the extent to which patterns of institutional complementarity support
the development of firm competencies.11 In other words, each institutional feature fits with the others and makes them more effective than they would be on
their own. The notion of competitive advantage is institutionally based as firm
performance lies in the achievement of a proper fit between their organizational
features and the requirements associated with specific market niches. The presence of institutional complementarity constitutes a source of economic efficiency as it contributes to solving coordination problems since the actions a firm
takes in one sphere of the economy are contingent on the actions of others in
different spheres.12 As a result, different patterns of institutional fit across
nations should be good at excelling at different types of activities, thereby leading to different types of specialization.13
However, the VoC theoretical perspective has come under attack in recent
years. The broad line of criticism is that the tools developed by comparative
political economists in the last twenty years have provided us with a better
understanding of institutional resiliency, but have not been as helpful in
accounting for institutional transformation.14 The theoretical insights of the concept might be quite useful in accounting for stability, but they are far too static
to account for institutional discontinuity. This theoretical challenge to the VoC
perspective is comprised of several elements. First, processes of incremental
and continual institutional change can lead to significant discontinuity without
requiring dramatic disruptions.15 Rather than radical change breaking current
patterns of institutional complementarity and re-shaping the preferences of
actors, the process of institutional transformation often results from ongoing
and accumulating dynamics that involve small adjustments. Thus, institutional
transformation frequently is an evolutionary process that unfolds in an incremental manner and without major disruptions over long periods of time and
resulting in profound change.16 Second, and related to the previous line of criticism, the transformation of the dynamics found in capitalist societies can take
place without formal institutional change. A process of functional conversion,
whereby institutions are redirected to new purposes, can occur in the presence
of formal institutional stability.17 In other words, the practice associated with an
institution can change without a similar transformation in its formal structure.
Major changes in institutional practices are coupled with the stability in institutional structures. Third, the environment faced by firms is increasingly characterized by the presence of institutional hybridization with the consequence that
advanced capitalist economies might no longer fit neatly into a single model.
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This process of hybridization can result from firms borrowing from the features
of different models as the process of institutional adoption tends to be piecemeal
rather than full scale.18 These three lines of criticism constitute a serious challenge. If the VoC perspective’s ability to explain institutional change is less successful than its account of divergence, its theoretical contribution would be
seriously weakened.
What does my analysis of the investment patterns of institutional investors in
France and Germany entail for the VoC theoretical perspective? The argument
presented in this article testifies to the importance of national institutional frameworks for the study of institutional change. First, the transformation of corporate
governance in France and Germany was deeply influenced by the character of
existing institutional arrangements. Domestic institutions interact to complement
each other and consequently cannot be studied in isolation regardless of whether
one is analyzing the presence of stability or the occurrence of change in the
broader institutional framework. The effects of a single institutional variable vary
according to the presence of other institutions in the economy.19 This is particularly true since institutional change is almost invariably piecemeal rather than full
scale, thereby highlighting the importance of the interaction between the new
institutions and those already in place. I recognize that processes of institutional
conversion and hybridization can, and do, occur. Nonetheless, their occurrence
still requires an argument to assess whether institutional conversion or hybridization constitutes a revolutionary or evolutionary transformation. The notion of
interaction among the various elements of an institutional framework represents
a highly helpful indicator to assess the consequences associated with the process
of institutional transformation. Secondly, institutions are characterized by an element of latency, their effects and importance changing over time. In the case of
France, for example, the firm-level institutional arrangements that are proving
highly attractive for short-term, impatient capital cannot be held solely responsible for the inability of companies to access long-term finance since they have
been largely stable over the last three decades. The present inability of firms to
secure long-term, patient capital is a recent phenomenon, but the institutionally
based concentration of power in the CEO is not something new. Prior to the mid1990s, the CEO’s power was associated with the provision of long-term, patient
capital in the form of bank loans since policymakers impeded the development
of direct (bonds and stocks) finance, fixed interest rates at low levels, and implemented preferential credit policies.20 The concentration of power in French firms,
as embodied in the institutional arrangements of workplace organization, came
to be conducive to short-term capital in the second half of the 1990s because of
the deregulation of the banking system and the decision of long-term domestic
shareholders to sell their holdings—as well as by the advent of the international
strategy of institutional investors. International shifts came to have a substantial
impact after internal changes in corporate governance.
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Finally, and perhaps more importantly, I highlight in this article the need to
distinguish between institutions and the mode of coordination that follows from
these institutions.21 I argue that the divergent patterns of investment of institutional investors were deeply influenced by differences in the power structure of
French and German firms. But power concentration (diffusion) has been a stable
feature of French (German) firms at the same time as tremendous changes in several institutional spheres took place. It is important to note that while institutions
have undergone tremendous change in the two countries, the effects of this
change on the mode of coordination of large blue-chip firms have been marginal.22 In particular, the process by which large French and German firms
develop and sustain their innovative capabilities has remained largely unchanged
despite important changes in corporate governance. The coordination of activities in French firms is characterized by the vesting of unilateral authority in top
managers and senior technical staff. The bulk of the workforce does not contribute to the development of the organizational capabilities of the firm.23 In the
coordination of activities of German companies, by contrast, authority is shared
with the bulk of the workforce to a high degree. The development of innovative
capabilities takes place on the basis of the long-term contribution of skilled
employees through institutionalized career paths.24 This stark divergence in the
development of innovative capabilities remains stable despite impressive
changes in corporate governance. Thus, the presence of institutional hybridization and the occurrence of functional conversion are not sufficient to conclude
that countries and firms are experiencing revolutionary developments that will
undermine their nationally specific capacities for strategic coordination.
The roadmap for this article is the following. First, I provide an overview of
the changes in the external environment in which French and German companies
are embedded. Second, I empirically analyze the transformation of these two
systems of corporate governance by highlighting the differences in the nature
of foreign capital attracted by domestic companies in the two countries. Third,
I highlight the critical importance of the institutions of workplace organization to
account for the direction of change of corporate governance. Fourth, I conclude
by presenting the theoretical implications for the analysis of institutional change
that emerges from the study of French and German corporate governance.
I. STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN EUROPEAN FINANCE

The French and German systems of corporate governance have experienced
an important transformation resulting from a series of cumulatively far-reaching
changes. These developments have decreased the importance of bank loans as a
source of finance and have heightened the importance of stock markets. The two
systems of corporate governance were previously characterized by three features. First, corporations had a high debt-equity ratio, i.e., bank loans were more
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important than stock issues as a source of external finance.25 Second, the ownership structure of blue-chip firms was highly concentrated in the hands of
friendly cross-shareholdings among companies, a large owner in the form of a
family firm, banks’ direct share and proxy voting in Germany, and extensive
public sector in the French case.26 Third, the market for corporate control was
fairly restricted.27 In particular, hostile takeovers were a rarity.
The bank-based system of corporate governance of the two countries crumbled
under the impact of several factors. First, their financial system underwent a massive process of deregulation: the use of credit ceilings as a means to control inflation has been replaced by the discipline of central bank independence and of high
real interest rates, capital controls have been removed under pressures from
the EMS and the suspension of the dollar’s convertibility into gold, and the bond
market has been deregulated.28 Second, the transformation of corporate governance
is the result of developments that have raised the importance of equity capital.
Two key factors account for the rise in importance of the stock market capitalization of firms. In the first place, the removal of capital controls by European policymakers enabled institutional investors to pursue a strategy of international
diversification of their assets. The growth of foreign equity held by American
institutional investors increased from $128.7 billion in 1988 to $178.7 billion in
2000.29 The resulting impact of these developments on the strategy of large companies should not be underestimated. Institutional investors have expressed clear
preferences for the adoption of shareholder value practices that maximize return
on equity. Moreover, the rise of foreign ownership in the French case came at the
expense of domestic cross-shareholdings among large domestic firms.30
Another development that has increased the importance of securities markets
is the changing conditions associated with the successful completion of a
takeover bid in the United States in the last decade. The importance of equity
swap, whereby companies issue additional stocks to pay for the shares of the
target firm, has increased dramatically. In 1988, nearly 60 percent of the total
value of deals over $100 million in the United States was paid for entirely in
cash. The similar figure for deals paid in stock was less than 2 percent. By contrast, about half of the value of large deals in 1998 was paid entirely in stock—
and 17 percent was solely financed in cash.31 What is the significance of the
changing characteristics of takeover activity in the United States for European
corporate governance? The importance of takeover activity in the United States
for European corporate governance is intimately related to the process by which
firms build their innovative capabilities. Large French and German firms are
engaged in a process of institutional arbitrage.32 They have sought to pursue radical types of innovation, thereby gaining access to new innovative capabilities,
through the acquisition of companies in the United States via takeovers. Firms
with higher stock market capitalization possess a substantial advantage in the
global merger marketplace in using equity swap.33
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II. THE TRANSFORMATION OF FRENCH AND GERMAN CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE: AN EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

The previous section has highlighted changes in the external financial environment of French and German firms. Anglo-American institutional investors
are operating in the new European financial environment that is characterized
by the importance of stock market capitalization for blue-chip companies. The
greater mobility of capital and the strategy of international diversification of
Anglo-American institutional investors, however, mask substantial divergence
in regard to the composition of foreign ownership in France and Germany. First,
the growth of securities markets in France has been far more impressive than
that of Germany. The traditional measure of the importance of securities
markets in an economy is the aggregate market capitalization of domestic companies divided by the gross domestic product. These figures on stock market
capitalization are presented in table 1. Equity finance was marginal in continental European countries associated with an insider model of corporate governance until the mid-1990s. The rates of growth of the stock market
capitalization among advanced industrialized countries in the second half of the
1990s did not exhibit a common trajectory. France experienced a bigger explosion of its securities markets than Germany and Japan during the bull market of
1995-2001. Moreover, the relative decline of stock markets between 2000-2001
and 2003, and the reversal of this trend since 2003, also put France in a very
favorable position. However, it is important to note that the growth of stock
markets does not constitute the research question of this article. The focus is on
the composition of foreign ownership of French and German companies under
a new financial environment of heightened importance for the level of their
stock market capitalization. Second, foreign ownership in France has grown significantly during the 1990s while the German picture is best characterized by a
more modest progression. The foreign penetration of the French market increased
from 17.4 to 36.1 percent from 1990 to 2000. The growth of foreign ownership
in Germany, by contrast, remained largely stable from 22.7 to 23.6 percent for
the same period.34
Third, an analysis of financial markets in Europe requires a nuanced understanding of the preferences and strategies of investors. Theoretical inferences
cannot be drawn simply from the growing importance of capital mobility across
borders since Anglo-American institutional investors do not constitute a monolithic bloc. I distinguish primarily between pension versus hedge and mutual
funds. These three categories of investors possess preferences and time horizons
that can clash or fit with the institutions of European companies. Pension funds
constitute long-term investors that acquire an equity stake in corporations primarily for diversification purposes. The incentives of managers of pension
funds lie in the generation of a certain minimum amount of revenues required
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Table 1
Evolution of Market Capitalization as Percentage of GDP, 1980-2004

France
Germany
Japan
United Kingdom
United States

1980

1985

1990

1995

1999

2001

2002

2003

2004

8
9
36
37
48

15
29
71
77
57

26
22
99
87
56

35
28
81
98
78

105
68
102
198
181

103
61
73
166
152

68
35
52
114
106

93
54
74
148
134

110
62
N/A
178
150

Source: World Bank, World Development Indicators (New York: World Bank, various years); and
Christoph Van Der Elst, “The Equity Markets, Ownership Structures and Control: Towards an
International Harmonization?” in Capital Markets and Company Law, ed. Klaus Hopt and Eddy
Wymeersch (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 11.

to cover regular payments to retirees. Mutual funds, in contrast, possess a
shorter term horizon as they face greater liquidity concerns, since funds under
their management are redeemable on demand by investors. Mutual fund managers seek to maximize assets under their management by picking firms undervalued in financial markets. Hedge funds are largely unregulated limited
partnerships characterized by arbitrage strategies, high turnover and aggressive
trading, and heightened managerial incentives to outperform financial benchmarks. Hedge funds collect funds from wealthy and more sophisticated
investors willing to assume higher levels of risk for potentially superior returns.
The growth of foreign ownership in France and Germany has been characterized by substantial divergence in regard to its composition. Large firms in the
two countries have been a favorite destination for the international diversification strategy of pension funds.35 This reflects the fact that corporate law in the
two countries provides an adequately acceptable level of financial transparency,
a sufficient level of protection for minority shareholders, and that the quality of
law enforcement is excellent.36 Mutual and hedge funds, on the other hand, have
primarily chosen France over Germany as a site for investment in continental
Europe. I argue in the next section that the fit between the investment strategies
of these two categories of investors and the institutional arrangements of
advanced industrialized countries depends on the ability of the CEO and top
managers to reorganize the workplace in a unilateral fashion. They fit well with
the decision-making and adjustment processes in France, which is managementled with the exclusion of the workforce from the decision-making process.
Workers possess fewer opportunities to block managerial initiatives.37 French
firm-level institutions are characterized by the concentration of power in the
CEO that, in turn, allows for a rapid reorganization of the workplace under the
guidance of a small number of corporate officials. The strategies of mutual and
hedge funds, in contrast, do not fit well with the firm-level institutions found in
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Germany. Those institutions impose several constraints on the ability of management to develop and implement strategies in a unilateral fashion. The
process of adjustment in Germany is the result of negotiation between management and employee representatives.38 The rest of this section is divided in two
parts. First, I provide an overview of the differences between these three groups
of investors. Second, I present data on the presence of mutual and hedge funds
in the two countries.
A. Hedge, Mutual, and Pension Funds
Four features set apart these groups of institutional investors with systematic
consequences for comparative corporate governance: mode of collecting funds
and issuing payments, time horizon and liquidity constraints, managerial incentives, and process of picking portfolio companies. First, a key difference
between these types of institutional investors lies in their mode of collecting
funds and issuing payments “held in trust” for the beneficiaries. Defined benefits (DB) schemes guarantee the level of benefits the fund will pay and the
method of determining those benefits, but not the amount of the contributions.
DB schemes guarantee a fixed payment in the future. Defined contribution (DC)
schemes, on the other hand, specify the level of contributions but not the amount
of the benefits to be paid. The amount available to the beneficiaries results from
both the portfolio performance and the amount initially invested. The existence
of an almost perfect correlation characterizes the relationship between the
method of collecting funds and the type of institutional investors. Pension funds
are relying, to a substantial extent, on a DB scheme to collect and distribute
assets.39 The assets of mutual funds, by contrast, are managed almost exclusively on a DC scheme.40 This is not surprising since mutual funds are investment companies that pool funds from individuals and corporations with the
provision that the money invested is redeemable on demand.41 The funds paid to
investors are dependent on the market performance of the mutual fund.
Moreover, it is also important to note that pension funds do manage directly
only a small percentage of the assets collected by them. The pension fund industry is increasingly dominated by reliance on mutual fund managers for asset
management since 401(k) plans allow firms to more easily outsource direct contribution pension plans to external DC fund managers.
Second, the time horizon of institutional investors diverges considerably in
regard to their patterns of trading. The annual average turnover rate of American
public pension funds in 1997 was 19.3 percent.42 The similar figure for mutual
fund managers and external money managers was 42.5 percent.43 The time horizons of the largest mutual funds, in particular, are considerably short.44 The
average amount of time a share is held for Fidelity and Templeton (mutual
funds) were respectively 2.63 and 2.22 years in 1999.45 By contrast, most public
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pension funds have longer term horizons as witnessed by their turnover rates:
Florida state (12.5 years) and California State Teachers (7.6 years).46
Hedge funds also display reliance on short-term trading, albeit in a different
way from mutual funds.47 The investment strategies of hedge funds entail high
turnover and aggressive trading on short-lived information, but not because of
liquidity concerns. Investors face an initial lock-up period of one year and subsequent restrictions to quarterly intervals. Instead, the short-time horizon of
hedge funds results from their investment strategies. Hedge funds practice statistical arbitrage that involves balancing positions in assets (equity, government
bonds, and national currencies) that are believed to be undervalued against others that are expected to fall in value. Hedge funds are putting bets that an asset
will go above a designated target or will fall below it. They tend to quickly sell
their positions in assets once these targets have been reached, thereby accounting for their propensity to rely on a short-term trading strategy.
Third, the incentives of fund managers are strikingly different. Increases in
the level of the financial compensation of fund managers can come from maximizing the value of assets under management or from attracting new flows of
funds. In other words, managerial remuneration is based on the volume of assets
under management and on the performance of the portfolio. Public pension fund
managers, however, face constraints that deter them from maximizing the value
of their portfolio. The first constraint consists of state regulations that impose
caps on the salary of managers.48 In other words, the link between compensation and size of assets under management does not hold above a certain level—
thereby resulting in overall lower salaries for public pension fund managers.
Moreover, the number of beneficiaries in public fund schemes is limited by the
size of the contributing workforce—a factor over which public pension fund
managers have no control. The second constraint on public pension fund managers lies in the absence of any financial incentives tied to fund performance.
The primary objective of DB public pension funds is to generate a certain minimum amount of revenues through the management of the assets under their
control. Contributions are determined actuarially on the basis of the level of the
benefits expected to become payable to the retirees. Fund managers earn a civil
service salary and would not receive proportional extra rewards for achieving
returns beyond the mandated averages.49 Finally, public pension fund managers
are elected state officials or political appointees facing different types of pressure from their mutual and hedge fund counterparts.50
The incentives faced by mutual/hedge fund managers stand at the opposite
end of the spectrum. The compensation for mutual fund managers is based on a
percentage of assets under management without any caps.51 Moreover, the
behavior of investors in mutual funds exhibits a marked tendency to flock to
“winners.” Funds displaying high returns during an assessment period will
experience an inward surge of new investment inflows in subsequent periods. In
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particular, capital inflows are highly correlated with a fund outperforming a
market benchmark. Managers desirous of increasing the value of the fund—and
to augment their compensation—face highly powerful incentives to increase the
size of assets under management by increasing the flows of new investment.
This strategy invariably entails the revision of the composition of the portfolio.52
As well as being relative to the performance of other funds, the compensation
of mutual fund managers is driven by internal performance and rankings.
Numerous mutual funds are using a ranking system to evaluate their managers.
At Fidelity, for example, each manager’s returns are compared to benchmarks
reflecting the risk specificity of the particular fund they manage.53 Finally,
hedge fund managers possess serious financial incentives to “beat” average market returns. As their mutual funds counterparts, managers of hedge funds are
also compensated on the basis of the volume of assets under management and
are given mandates to beat recognized financial benchmarks. However, the
financial incentives of hedge fund managers differ in one fundamental way from
those prevalent at mutual funds. Their compensation comprises both substantial
incentive fees as well as the amount of assets under management, the former
being paid only in the event of a positive return. The typical remuneration of
hedge fund managers is characterized by 1 to 2 percent of assets under management and 5 to 25 percent of profits realized.54
Fourth, the criteria and processes by which funds select companies for
investment also differ, thereby resulting in a different composition of the stock
portfolio. The composition of the stock portfolio for the great majority of pension funds is increasingly based on an index strategy. The growing recourse to
indexing reflects their assessment that active management of the equity portfolio produces results inferior to market indexing. Pension funds often lack the
firm-specific knowledge needed to take actions aimed at transforming the strategy of portfolio companies. Mutual funds, by contrast, do not acquire an equity
stake in a corporation because it is part of an index. Managers are in stiff competition with other funds for the assets of investors that, in turn, can be redeemed
at any moment. The structural characteristics of the mutual fund industry compel managers to achieve high returns, not simply matching an index. Mutual
funds behave like stock pickers and are in many ways the mirror image of DB
pension funds.55 Finally, the compensation of hedge funds managers derives
from the amount of assets under management and, to a substantial extent, from
incentive fees. These incentive fees are paid only in the event of the returns on
the portfolio exceeding financial benchmarks. The raison d’être of hedge funds
is to pursue flexible and aggressive strategies that entail above-normal risks and
potentially high returns.
The importance of specific firms for the overall financial performance of the
fund also illustrates the differences in the composition of the portfolio of mutual
and pension funds. The use of an index as an investment strategy by pension
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funds entails that their aim is to reproduce as closely as possible the economic
profile of a sector/country. The investment strategy of mutual funds, in contrast,
aims at picking undervalued firms that are likely to outperform the market in the
short term. These different investment strategies, in turn, entail diverging
degrees of dependence on the performance of specific portfolio companies. The
top portfolio companies for mutual funds account for a greater percentage of
their overall investment than the top portfolio companies for pension funds.56
The financial returns of mutual funds are more dependent on the performance
of a selected number of portfolio companies than they are for pension funds.57
B. Presence of Mutual and Hedge Funds in France and Germany
I computed data on the presence of mutual and hedge funds in France and
Germany with the use of two indicators. The first indicator is related to the disclosure requirements of listed companies. EU regulation requires shareholders
owning 5 percent or more of the outstanding equity capital of a corporation to
notify the national securities regulations authorities. I recorded data on equity
stake above the 5 percent threshold from September 1997 to May 2005 for both
France and Germany.58 I recorded every instance of acquisitions of equity capital over the 5 percent threshold by hedge and mutual funds under the following
conditions. First, I discarded acquisitions above the 5 percent threshold by subsidiaries of non-financial firms from the database. Second, my sample is composed of domestically based firms in France and Germany. Third, I also
discarded movements of capital above and below the 5 percent threshold within
a thirty-day period. Some funds have adopted a policy of automatic sale of
stocks if their equity stake goes above the mandatory disclosure requirement.
Moreover, movements above and below the 5 percent threshold might reflect a
share buyback program by a portfolio corporation rather than an intended strategy by an institutional investor. Fourth, I selected equity capital in a firm rather
than voting rights as the indicator of movement of capital above the 5 percent
threshold. Finally, I cross-checked the data collected by relying on two national
business directories: DAFSA Annuaire des Sociétés for France and Rudiger
Liedtke’s Wem Gehört die Republik for Germany.59 These two annual publications provide a full list of shareholders of listed companies and serve as useful
reliability check mechanisms.
Data on the presence of short-term institutional investors in France and
Germany reveal striking patterns of divergence. The attractiveness of France
over Germany is evident as mutual and hedge funds have invested massively in
the former, as measured by the overall number of stakes over the 5 percent
threshold.60 For the top twenty French firms by market capitalization, ten of
them recorded twenty-five instances of investment over the 5 percent threshold
by short-term Anglo-Saxon institutional investors. Because a firm can receive
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more than one investment from a single institutional investor, the number of
investments is always higher than the number of companies receiving investment. For the top twenty German firms by market capitalization, only five of
them recorded twelve instances of investment over the 5 percent threshold by
Anglo-Saxon institutional investors. For the top forty firms in the two markets,
twenty-six French firms recorded sixty-six instances of investment over the
5 percent threshold; the corresponding figures for Germany were twelve firms
and twenty-four acquisitions. For the top eighty companies, fifty-two French
firms recorded 139 instances of investment over the 5 percent threshold; the corresponding figures for Germany were twenty-eight and forty-eight. For bluechip companies, therefore, twice as many French firms recorded an investment
from short-term Anglo-Saxon institutional investors than their German counterparts: and their total overall number of acquisitions was a little less than three
times those recorded for German companies.61
The second source of data concerning the presence of short-term institutional
investors is taken from the analysis performed by Morningstar, Inc., the
Chicago-based rating agency. Morningstar, Inc., is the leading provider of independent research on American mutual funds and is highly influential with
investors. Data on the importance of mutual funds is collected from
Morningstar Funds 500, an annual publication that evaluates the performance
of the biggest 500 funds in the United States. Most of the funds covered in this
publication have assets invested in domestic stocks and bonds.62 About seventyfive funds per year are involved in international equity. For each of these internationally oriented funds, Morningstar Funds 500 lists the five top countries of
exposure.
I compiled data on the importance of the French and German markets by
computing the number of times they appear among the top three foreign investment destinations of individual mutual funds. I also collected for comparability
purposes data for the United Kingdom, a liberal market economy with a system
of corporate governance most similar to that of the United States. The results are
presented in table 2. The attractiveness of the French market over that of
Germany for mutual funds is further confirmed. Investment in France is almost
twice as important as investment in Germany in regard to the country of exposure of internationally oriented American mutual funds.
The conclusion that German workplace institutions deter short-term
investors receives further confirmation from a comparison of the price/earnings
(p/e) ratio of companies. German firms possess an overall lower p/e ratio than
their French counterparts (see table 3). The p/e ratio is an indicator of how cheap
or expensive the shares of a company are. It is calculated by dividing the price
per share by its earnings per share. The p/e ratio is a valuation of the firm’s share
price compared to its per-share earnings. It shows how much shareholders are
willing to pay per dollar of earnings. The higher p/e ratio of French firms
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Table 2
Number of Times Countries Appear among the Top Three Foreign Investment Destinations of
Individual Mutual Funds
Year

Germany

France

United Kingdom

1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

9
22
7
10
11
6
8
8
3

24
39
26
29
22
31
20
25
20

39
56
48
52
50
46
53
53
51

Source: Adapted from Michel Goyer, “Institutional Investors in French and German Corporate
Governance,” working paper (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for European Studies at Harvard
University, 2006), table 7.

Table 3
Price-Earnings Ratio, French and German Stocks
Year

DAX 30
(Germany)

CAC 40
(France)

DAX 100
(Germany)

SBF 120
(France)

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

21.7
19.4
24.9
17.7
18.8
10.6
12.1
11.0

21.7
22.4
28.2
16.6
19.3
13.5
15.6
13.9

Na
14.1
16.9
20.8
12.4
11.2
19.1
15.2

21.4
21.3
27.1
16.5
19.0
13.3
16.0
14.5

Source: Adapted from Michel Goyer, “Institutional Investors in French and German Corporate
Governance,” working paper (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for European Studies at Harvard
University, 2006), table 8.

indicates that value investors must pay relatively more for a given amount of
earnings as compared to in the German market. In other words, the attractiveness of French firms for short-term, impatient capital cannot be attributed to low
share price compared to per-share earnings. But the higher p/e ratios of French
firms also reflect the expectations of higher streams of earnings in the future.
Growth investors have expressed higher confidence in the future earnings
stream of French companies.63 Further confirmation of the divergent attractiveness of the two countries is also provided by anecdotal evidence from practitioners. The concerns of institutional investors of the French market has tended
to revolve around the questions of unequal voting rights and the lack of financial
transparency—two issues that are dear to pension funds who rely on publicly
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available mechanisms to monitor portfolio firms.64 German firms have largely
met the preferences of foreign institutional investors on these two issues. By
contrast, hedge and mutual funds have expressed concerns about corporate and
workplace governance in Germany.65 Their fear is that employees can act as
insiders with management—a situation less likely to occur in France, as the discussion in the next section will illustrate. That fear, moreover, has to be contrasted against evidence that one category of shareholders, namely, long-term
pension funds, has been able to act as a coalition partner with German employees against instances managerial opportunism.66
III. FIRM-LEVEL INSTITUTIONS IN FRANCE AND GERMANY

The lack of convergence in the composition of foreign ownership of French
and German firms, as documented in the previous section, reflects in great part
the ability of companies to attract capital from the world’s biggest investors,
namely, mutual and hedge funds. The argument presented in this section is that
the firm-level institutions of companies provide different degrees of fit with the
preferences and strategies of these investors. I argue that the degree of fit
between the investment strategies of mutual/hedge funds and the firm-level
institutions of advanced industrialized nations reflects the ability of the CEO
and top managers to reorganize the workplace in a unilateral fashion. The divergence in the institutional arrangements of firm-level organization between
France and Germany impacts on the ability of management to implement reorganization schemes in a unilateral manner, thereby providing specific incentives
for the managers of mutual and hedge funds. The short-time horizon of these
investors does fit well with the decision-making and adjustment processes of
large French firms—which are management-led and provide the workforce with
fewer opportunities to block managerial initiatives.67 The primary goal of
mutual and hedge funds is to convince the CEO of the value of specific strategic changes. This is because the implementation of restructuring policies
requires, almost solely, the CEO’s approval given that employees have no means
of intervention for employees. The diffusion of power inside German firms, by
contrast, means that the consent of works councils as well as that of top management are necessary for the introduction of new strategies.68 The legal rights
of works councils and the regulations regarding training provide employees
with means to derail unwanted measures.69
The rest of this section is organized in the following manner. First, I identify
the institutional arrangements of firm-level organization that stand prominently
in illustrating the concentration of power at the top of French companies and the
constraints on managerial autonomy in Germany. I discuss two key areas of
firm-level organization—skill certification and formation, and segmentation of
activities and the autonomy of employees in problem-solving tasks. Second,
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I analyze how these institutional arrangements shape the adjustment process of
companies which, in turn, provides for different degrees of fit with the preferences and strategies of funds.
A. Training and the Building of Firm Competencies
The first key firm-level institutions are those related to the process of skill
formation and certification of the workforce, i.e., training. The matching of jobs
and worker competencies in the two countries shapes, in different ways, the
ability of management to implement restructuring measures in a unilateral manner. The German economy is organized around the presence of a majority of
employees with certifiable skills as a strategy for firms to develop their capabilities. By contrast, French companies build their competencies around mid-level
management and technical specialists rather than investing in the improvement
of the skills of the bulk of the workforce.
The divergent method of coupling tasks and competencies is first reflected in
the role of vocational training in the two countries. Vocational training is prominent in Germany and relatively neglected in France. The German system of
occupational training is both prominent and autonomous. A substantially higher
proportion of workers in Germany have received some vocational training. In
1995, the average number of trainees for large German firms (over 500 employees) was six per 100 workers with a retention rate of 85 percent.70 The corresponding figure for large French companies was 2.2 per 100 workers in 1996
with a retention rate of 35 percent.71 Secondly, the different patterns by which
competencies and jobs are matched in the two countries are also visible
throughout the entire career of employees—and are not simply limited to vocational training. The qualification of German employees determines the definition of jobs. The access to a majority of jobs in large firms is based upon the
holding of a recognized diploma or qualification. Training is invariably a prerequisite for employment and promotion.72 The influence of firm-level works
councils is paramount, as they have consistently insisted that different types of
occupations should be associated with different levels of skills. Managers
cannot move employees within the firm without prior appropriate training. The
promotion process in German firms reflects the acquisition of the required technical expertise and completion of the relevant training. This process ensures that
the authority of projects managers rests on technical competence and is not
based on their access to higher levels of managerial authority. By contrast,
French employers use their own criteria to define jobs to which employees adapt
either in training programs (blue collar) or through the obtainment of university
diplomas (white collar), the promotion system of French firms being a reflection of a change of status unilaterally decided by top management rather than
being the acquisition of technical expertise. The relationship between training
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and promotion is reversed in France. Management selects workers to be promoted, and then provides them with the appropriate training.73 Firms provide
in-house training for employees who usually have a substantial experience.
The German training system, moreover, is well established and autonomous
from managerial interference—in addition to being prominent. The presence of
a majority of workers with certifiable skills in the German economy is legally
based and protected from outside intervention.74 First, a high number of jobs
require certifiable skills that are acquired in vocational training programs.
Second, industrial or regional chambers must certify the training programs of
firms, and any change in the content of training certification—the modification
of an existing certification or the introduction of a new one—requires the approval
of a body of experts in which national industrial unions occupy half of the seats.
In turn, works councils have been instrumental in setting training standards as
well as overseeing the implementation of training programs in the firm. The
veto power of employees on the board of the industrial and regional training
commissions prevents significant modifications of the system and ensures a
stable demand for certified employees. Third, firm-level works councils possess
a full veto power over hiring, thereby constraining managerial ability to rely on
outside experts.75 New jobs must be offered first to the current members of the
workforce. In other words, the position of organized labor and the works councils in the training system has enabled them to impose significant constraints on
hiring new employees when a company scaled back its activities to a few core
competencies: since new training programs have to be approved by an expert
body in which organized labor holds half of the seats, they have de facto veto
power over these programs. The institutions of training constrain management
on several fronts: skills are a prerequisite for jobs, management must provide
the relevant training to employees, the content of these programs must be certified by an outside body where labor possesses a veto, and the hiring of new
employees with the requisite skills is subject to the approval of works councils.
By contrast, the development of the core competencies of French firms is not
based on the skills of the bulk of the workforce. The educational system remains
the primary mechanism by which employees are assigned to skilled positions.76
The French case is characterized by the absence of legal requirement to assign
specific jobs to workers with certifiable skills. First, attempts by state officials
to impose the recognition of training (vocational or on the job) as a prerequisite
for holding jobs have been defeated by French employers.77 As discussed above,
managers use their own criteria to define jobs to which employees adapt either
through participation in training programs (blue collar) or through the obtainment of university diplomas (white collar). The content of training and the place
of employees in the production process represent areas of pure managerial prerogative.78 Second, boards of experts (business associations and employee committees) on training play a simple consultative role.79 In the case of vocational
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training, moreover, it is the Ministry of Education that is responsible for the
elaboration of the standards. Third, firm-level works councils possess limited
information rights on the hiring of new staff—not a full veto power that could
prevent employers from replacing current workers with new employees.80
Relying on outside experts has, in fact, proven to be a privileged strategy of
adjustment for French companies.81
B. Work Organization and the Segmentation of Activities
The second major difference between the organization of the workplace
in France and Germany concerns the extent to which activities are segmented,
i.e., the degree of managerial control over the organization of the production
process, especially in regard to how employers rely on the bulk of the workforce
in organizing and carrying out tasks.82 The French case is characterized by the
segmentation of production activities and responsibilities between blue-collar
employees and managers, a rather rigid system of rules, and an emphasis on
narrow and specialized skills.83 Firms rely on the presence of rules that regulate
the nature of the tasks to be accomplished—rather than the functions to be
performed—to organize the production process.84 The implementation of the
firm strategy is accomplished through numerous sets of rules designed to specify the terms of exchange among parties. The organization of work is divided
into fragmentary tasks. Highly qualified engineers elaborate the conception of
products, and employees carry out the tasks following instructions.85 The separation between planning and execution limits the ability of blue-collar employees to participate in the conduct of the business strategy of the firm since they
possess a limited view of its operations. This limitation, in turn, contributes to
the concentration of power at the top of the managerial hierarchy.
The initial rationale for this specific organization of the workplace in France
is best explained by Crozier’s notion of the avoidance of face-to-face relationships and Hofstede’s classification of France as a country in which individualism ranks high as a value.86 The French propensity for uncertainty avoidance,
combined with the antagonistic nature of industrial relations, led firms to adopt
mechanisms designed both to prevent the involvement of employees in the conduct of the strategy of the firm as well as to protect them from unpredictable
and unwarranted intrusion. However, the advent of firm-level flexibility and
the increasing importance of microprocessor technology did raise the costs
associated with the maintenance of this separation between elaboration and
implementation of tasks. The need for companies to adapt quickly to a changing environment requires a change of attitude of workers. Employees must
enter into a dialogue with management and different functional departments in
order to achieve flexibility, quality, and speed. Consequently, greater participation by employees in the modification of their environment has taken place
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inside large French companies in the last fifteen years.87 Employees are given
a greater choice of tasks by management. They have become more involved in
problem solving and contribute in monitoring and evaluating performance, as
more is expected of them from management.88 Nonetheless, the separation
between planning and execution is still predominant and the organization of
work has not lost its key Fordist component.89 Shop floor restructuring in the
last fifteen years might have provided for greater employee involvement, but
does not allow for their influence over what tasks they perform and the conditions under which work takes place. Hierarchical relationships are still predominant inside French firms.90
The organization of work in Germany, on the other hand, is more straightforward and characterized by the application of rules to broad functions, rather
than by trying to predict contingencies on the shop floor through heavy reliance
on explicit instructions. The predominance of employees with certifiable skills
and the subsequent reliance of management on the bulk of the workforce as a
strategy to develop the capabilities of the firm constitute critical factors that
have bridged the gap between conception and implementation in Germany.91
The role of training is particularly important in this process as employees are
grouped according to the types of qualifications they possess, and tasks are
organized according to their skill requirements.92 The outcome is one where the
institutional arrangements of the workplace are characterized by blurred organizational boundaries and reduced segmentation, the delegation of control over
the nature of work processes resulting in the involvement of employees in
many tasks.93
The differences exhibited by French and German companies in regard to the
separation of task execution and implementation, in turn, impact on the extent
to which workers exercise discretion over how tasks are performed and their
ability to contribute to problem solving. The institutional arrangements of
workplace organization in Germany provide for substantial autonomy in the
definition of tasks and autonomy in their implementation.94 High levels of
authority sharing, the development of firm competencies via the institutions of
training, and the involvement of workers beyond the managerial hierarchy in the
elaboration of the strategy of the firm link the fate of employees to that of management.95 Skilled employees possess strong incentives to develop problemsolving capabilities, given the firm-specific stakes of their career development.
Moreover, the capabilities of German employees are shaped in a profound manner by the content of their skills. The involvement of employer associations in
the certification process ensures that skills would be relevant to their strategic
needs. The involvement of national union representatives in the certification
process, on the other hand, ensures that skills will be of general character and
fit with broad job descriptions.96 The content of the skill certification of employees is not tightly connected to specific jobs. Finally, the use of job rotations
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enhances the degree of polyvalence of German employees, thereby increasing
their capabilities to engage in problem-solving tasks.97 Job rotation allows companies to rely on employees with broad skills to tackle shifts in work demands.98
The degree of polyvalence of workers is high since the organization of the workplace favors the acquisition of broad-based skills.99
The institutional arrangements of workplace organization in France, by contrast, do not contribute to the development of the firm-specific problem-solving
capabilities of employees. First, job rotations in French enterprises are less frequent than in Germany.100 The working life of employees tends to be associated
with specific tasks, therefore leading to segmentation of work roles and functional specialization. Second, job demarcations are stricter. The segmentation of
the activities of the firm between elaboration and execution and the narrow skills
of French employees entail that they possess a limited view of the totality of the
operations of the firm and rely on top management for coordination. Their ability to develop firm-specific problem-solving capabilities are seriously limited
since they have a limited view of the operations of the firm.101 The process of
problem solving is management-led with the involvement of a few highly qualified technical specialists.
C. Firm-Level Institutional Arrangements and Paths of Adjustment
The firm-level institutional arrangements of German firms place serious constraints on the ability of managers to conduct the business strategy of the firm
in a unilateral manner. Nonetheless, companies have exhibited flexibility in
adjusting internally to shifts in demand on markets—although not in a manner
that fits well with the preferences of mutual and hedge funds. Firms have traditionally responded to the volatility of markets by redeploying the capabilities of
employees to new uses—instead of relying on firings and other types of marketbased adjustments. This adjustment process is possible because the skills of
employees are broad enough to accomplish a wide range of tasks in a context
where labor laws make it difficult to proceed to dismissals. Broad skills and
blurred organizational boundaries provide employees with the skills for problemsolving activities.102 Training curricula and regulations are broadly defined to
avoid overspecialization in narrow skill assignments, and the blurring of boundaries and responsibilities allows employees to switch between different functions. The skills of employees shape their ability to solve problems that, in turn,
present management with opportunities to reorganize the production process.
The possession of broad skills by employees provides German companies with
the capacity for retooling in response to new market demands.103 This strategy,
however, does not fit well with the preferences and tactics of mutual/hedge
funds. The redeployment of the skills of employees to new economic circumstances is unlikely to be accomplished as rapidly as external mechanisms of
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adjustment that rely on dismissals and other types of market-based adjustment.
This is particularly true in times of rapid technological change that require a
radical transformation in skill content. The German system is plagued by serious rigidities. The introduction of a new product invariably gives rise to jurisdictional disputes between various employees.104 The respective role to be
performed by each of the skill categories in the introduction of new products
must be bargained out.105
The centralized and functionally differentiated work organization of large
French firms, on the other hand, militates against experimentation with skill
redeployment. It instead entails a separation between categories of workers: a
small number of highly qualified employees sealed off from the implementation
process, and the bulk of the workforce composed of low-skilled workers with
narrowly specialized tasks that cannot be redeployed with unpredictable shifts
in demand. The importance of the failure of state officials to impose the recognition of training as a prerequisite for holding specific jobs becomes apparent in
this context. Differences in training between France and Germany are not simply a quantitative issue—i.e., more workers possessing certified skills in the latter. Despite state regulation that imposes a legal obligation on French firms to
spend a percentage of their wage bill on training, flows of funds have been concentrated on managerial staff with already high levels of skill.106 The sharp segmentation of production activities and responsibilities between blue-collar
employees and managers, a rigid system of rules, and the emphasis on narrow
and specialized skills limit the ability of workers to participate in the conduct of
the business strategy, thereby lessening the dependence of management on the
skills of the bulk of the workforce.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The argument presented in this article has several implications for the study of
comparative corporate governance and national models of capitalism under conditions of financial globalization and increasing capital mobility across borders.
The article took a two-pronged approach to these issues by asking the following:
what accounts for the diverging ability of French and German firms to attract capital from Anglo-Saxon investors, and what are the consequences associated with
the growth of foreign ownership? The issue of accounting for institutional change
and its effects has become critical for comparative political economists, given that
the field has long focused on using institutions to account for divergence across
countries. The argument of this article has highlighted the continuing usefulness
of taking seriously institutional frameworks as an independent variable for
middle-range theoretical projects. Key institutions (workplace organization) constitute the single most important variable to account for change in the specific case
of the foreign ownership structure of French and German firms.
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First, institutional arrangements interact to complement each other and
consequently cannot be studied in isolation, whether analyzing the presence of
stability or the occurrence of change in the broader institutional framework of
countries.107 The introduction of a profound institutional change in the ownership structure of French and German companies does not annul the theoretical
importance of institutions. Substantial institutional differences remain in other
areas, and these persisting cross-national differences form a distinctive constellation that produces different outcomes across nations. The impact associated
with institutional change on the overall operation of the political economy is
dependent on the interaction of the new institutions with those already in place,
as institutional change is almost invariably piecemeal rather than full-scale. This
is a significant and worthy aspect of analysis, since the occurrence of institutional change is not sufficient in order to assess whether change is evolutionary
or radical.108 Different processes of change (abrupt and incremental) can both
result in an evolutionary or radical transformation of the system.
Second, the institutions of workplace organization in the two countries have
become more salient in the new context of financial globalization after having
been characterized by an element of latency prior to financial deregulation.109
The long-term cross-national differences in work organization contributed to the
differences in the patterns of economic specialization of the two countries, but
they had nothing to do with the ownership structure of large domestic companies given the lack of international diversification of Anglo-Saxon investors
prior to the early to mid-1990s. This last point about latency illustrates quite
well the importance of the interactive effects associated with an institutional
matrix. Prior to the mid-1990s, France and Germany were two bank-based
financial systems with long-term patient capital despite differences in the institutions of workplace organization. The provision of patient capital in France
was previously made possible through a combination of state regulation of the
banking sector that facilitated access to long-term capital through bank loans,
and cross-shareholdings among large companies.110 The deregulation of the
banking sector and the decline of cross-shareholdings in France entail that the
provision of long-term capital in the form of debt finance is no longer available;
it has instead been replaced by the presence of short-term, impatient capital.
A key insight is that while the institutions of workplace organization have not
fundamentally changed, the external environment in which they are embedded
has. The concentration of power in top management was previously interacting
with state policies and patterns of cross-shareholdings that enabled firms to have
access to long-term capital. This outcome contrasts with the German situation.
The provision of long-term capital in Germany resulted from concentrated ownership and the ability of shareholders to monitor companies via non-market
mechanisms. The provision of long-term capital has not been affected by recent
developments. The ownership concentration of large companies has remained
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intact despite the increasing importance of Anglo-American pension funds that
are, moreover, themselves long-term owners.111
Third, the theoretical importance of the degree of power concentration associated with the institutions of workplace organization as an explanation of the
ability of companies to attract foreign capital is contingent upon its resilience and
its ability to sustain cross-national comparisons. The research design of this article
and the ability to draw causal inferences would be uncertain if both the power
concentration inside companies and the ownership structure of large firms had
changed in recent years, given the problem of over-determination. The degree
of power concentration of large French and German companies, and the process
by which they develop their innovative capabilities, have been relatively stable
and exhibited striking differences between the two countries for the last thirty
years despite changes in ownership structure. A key insight of this article is that
one must distinguish between the character of coordination of firms from the
institutional framework that supports it.112 Change in the former does not entail
a modification in the latter. The sustainability of national models of corporate
governance and capitalism cannot rest on the total absence of institutional
change. The presence of institutional change does not imply inertia.113 Instead,
the central issue is whether the transformation of the ownership structure
of large firms sustains their mode of coordination and the complementarities
of the model.
The distribution of power of French and German companies has remained stable over a period of time in which their ownership structure underwent a significant transformation. The mode of coordination of the activities of large
companies in the two countries is best understood by analyzing the process by
which they develop and sustain their innovative competences. The development
of innovative capabilities by firms requires the involvement of employees in
complex problem-solving activities as well as the ability to develop a viable strategy that will enable them to compete in different sectors and technology.
However, the nature of the integration of employees in the development of organizational capabilities varies quite sharply between France and Germany. The
coordination of activities in large French companies is characterized by the vesting of unilateral authority in top managers and senior staff. The acquisition of
new competences often takes place through the hiring of specialists on external
labor markets. The bulk of the workforce does not contribute to the development
of the organizational learning capabilities of the firm. The hierarchical patterns
of differentiation and the concentration of power inside French companies not
only reflect organizational politics, but also constitute the key mode of coordination by which they develop their competitive competences. The coordination of
activities of large German firms, in contrast, involves high levels of authority
sharing with the bulk of the workforce. The development of innovative capabilities takes place on the basis of the long-term contribution of skilled employees
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through institutionalized career paths. Continuing job rotations across functions
as well as lateral coordination enable the bulk of employees to contribute to the
improvement of the organizational problem-solving capabilities of firms. The
rise of foreign ownership in France and Germany does not constitute a challenge
to the mode of coordination of large domestic firms; it does contribute to reinforce the process of development of their innovative capabilities. I argue in this
article that the relative attractiveness of French and German firms for AngloAmerican institutional investors is shaped by the different institutional arrangements of workplace organization and the power relationships embodied in them.
The concentration of power in the CEO of French companies is valued by mutual
and hedge funds, since it makes it easier to reorganize the strategy of the firm
quickly—a key aspect of the preferences of this type of investors given their
short-time horizons. By contrast, the relative absence of mutual and hedge funds,
coupled with the growing strength of pension funds with their demands for financial transparency and long-term horizon, constitutes a stabilizing factor for the
institutional arrangements of workplace organization of German companies. The
globalization of financial markets and the greater mobility of capital across borders have not undermined the institutions of work organization in France and
Germany, a key feature of these two distinctive models of capitalism.
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